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thankfully, the writing is back on track towards its climax. right from the kiddie song, to priyanka realising that she loves uday, to the press conference when uday stands vindicated
and dino exposed, the penultimate moments are the mainstay of the enterprise. piya begins the film as a popular vamp. the only man who gets close to her is the director. and then
she falls in love with uday. and suddenly she has to look for a lover. and who does she choose? uday. but wait a minute, as the film goes on, she realises that uday has feelings for
her. and she knows he loves her. pyaar impossible does have some wonderful moments in its course. a particularly juicy scene is the press conference after the court case. the way

it is shot is fabulous. the moment when uday turns around and takes priyanka's hand is absolutely beautiful. this is perhaps the only scene that you can think of priyanka's
performance. she looks really good. and also the fact that she talks to uday in hindi - and is mostly speaking in her native tongue - makes it a really nice scene. the film has some
terrifically funny moments. one of them is when alisha's daughter slips into uday's lap and says "namaste uncle". at that moment, you wonder whether you would have done the
same. the father-daughter relationship is also intriguing. alisha is a divorcee and she has decided that she won't remarry. she has a great life - and she is happy. all that changes

when she learns that uday is in love with her. i felt that the film could have been a bit longer. but then, in this day and age, there is no point making a film just for the sake of it. you
have to make one that is commercially viable. i don't know if pyaar impossible will find the audience that priyanka chopra has in other parts of the world. but it is surely worth a

watch. it is an entertaining film with a great message. the song, "duniya ki andar", is absolutely terrific.
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